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Posted - 20/12/2007 : 02:17:40

You are right Cas, Wendy told me she had a great deal of trouble capturing the eyes on this one, but if you look at the original photo you can see why.

This picture, I asked Wendy to do as it will be the top prize in the first raffle next year. We will give you a little time for your wallets to recover, then launch into it.
will need to be completed by the end of March as I leave on a 2 month trip then so we will start the raffle around early February. There will be lots of other great
prizes too. I knew this would be a favourite pic of LTD'ers and this is the first time that one of Wendy's pastels has been offered as a prize. Some lucky LTDer will w
this! Thanks to Wendy for donating it as a prize.

Australia
6508 Posts

xx
Kathy

Edited by - Kathy on 20/12/2007 02:20:15

paula
Moderator

Posted - 21/12/2007 : 01:21:42

thanks for the many contributions, Wendy...very generous of you.
paula x

USA
5012 Posts

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 23/12/2007 : 02:01:19

Say, Wendy, can you post that lovely pastel again as somehow it has disappeared, probably due to the problems over last weekend. Thanks
xx
Kathy

Australia
6508 Posts

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 23/12/2007 : 09:25:47
quote:
Originally posted by Kathy
Say, Wendy, can you post that lovely pastel again as somehow it has disappeared, probably due to the problems over last weekend. Thanks
xx
Kathy

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

It is my fault Kathy, not the site's. I was trying to clean up my photobucket and delete the first drawing of this picture, but I accidentally managed to delete the firs
and second drawing. (they all look the same on Photobucket). I will take another picture of it within the next day or two and put it back on, and send you the link.
Bear with me, because I have to get the light right in my house somewhere, as you know it is sometimes like going back to the dark ages here - lightwise. It gets
dark by 4 O'clock in the afternoon.
LOL
Wendy
Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 23/12/2007 : 10:34:44

Thank ya'll.
Wendy

United Kingdom
4703 Posts
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Posted - 31/01/2008 : 09:42:48

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

This looks a lot better on my wall actually. The light is very bad this week, and that's the best I could do.
Wendy
Edited by - Hampson on 30/08/2008 12:18:51

Corinna
Forum Admin

Posted - 31/01/2008 : 10:42:42

Beautiful job, Wendy!
I can't wait to get my picture back from the framers and show it off here!!! It should be ready next week.
Cor xx

Sweden
6080 Posts

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 31/01/2008 : 11:21:50

That is awesome Wendy, good work!
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That is awesome Wendy, good work!
Clare xoxo
"I only wanna walk a street that's sunny, i only wanna see the side that's funny..."

Australia
5805 Posts

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 31/01/2008 : 15:24:49

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Here's mine Cor, against all odds I'm building up a little gallery above my computer. I can hear you wincing from here because they are not in a frame.
Wendy
Corinna
Forum Admin

Posted - 31/01/2008 : 15:44:21

Nah, I'm not at all like that.
Cor xx

Sweden
6080 Posts

boztiggs
Where am I going?

Posted - 31/01/2008 : 18:00:52

Wendy you should start taking commissions. Youre drawings are fabulous.

Neil
" Here in the gloom, of my lonely room, i hold his photograph and pray ill see him soon oh-oh"
United Kingdom
3367 Posts

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 31/01/2008 : 19:29:39
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thank you all.

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Chrispld

Posted - 31/01/2008 : 23:04:52

I’ll try anything

Great pictures of Dusty.! You have an amazing talent for capturing her appearance Wendy.
Chris

United Kingdom
1075 Posts

allherfaces

Posted - 31/01/2008 : 23:46:32

Administrator

Another amazing job, Wendy. You really are capturing "allherfaces"!
~Don't forget about me, now baby

USA
14235 Posts

paula

Posted - 01/02/2008 : 02:56:30

Moderator

Wendy..it's so funny that when I saw your latest drawing (which is another excellent Dusty) I thought...it would be great to see them all up on a wall together ..nex
to each other..and lo and behold there they were.
paula x

USA
5012 Posts
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